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Trucking Industry Background

 More than 1.3 million interstate motor carriers 

registered in the U.S.
 90.8% 6 or fewer trucks

 97.3% 20 or fewer trucks

 $726.4 billion in revenue

 10.49 billion tons of freight

 31.4 million trucks

 3.46 million class 8 trucks

 ~40 billion gallons of diesel

 7.3 million employed, 3.5 million drivers





2017 Top Industry Issues

1. Driver Shortage (7)

2. ELD Mandate (1)

3. Hours-of-Service (2)

4. Truck Parking (4)

5. Driver Retention (8)

6. CSA (6)

7. Cumulative Economic Impact of 
Regulations (3)

8. Driver Distraction (10)

9. Transportation Infrastructure 
/Congestion/ Funding (9)

10. Driver Health and Wellness (12)



Analysis of Truck Driver Age 
Demographics Across Two Decades

 Identified as a top RAC 

priority – 2013 

Released December 2014

Analysis of U.S. Census 

Bureau data

Examines demographic 

trends in driver workforce 

with implications for 

future



2013



2016



2013



Younger Driver Assessment Tool

 Is it possible to identify 
younger individuals with 
the same characteristics 
of safe, older drivers?

 Prior studies focus on 
relationship between a 
single driver 
characteristic and safety 
outcomes

 ATRI’s research will 
investigate the 
relationship between 
multiple driver 
characteristics and safety 
outcomes



Strategies for Addressing the 
Driver Shortage

 What factors make trucking a career choice? 
What factors keep drivers in trucking?

 Driver survey initially conducted at 2017 
MATS with veteran drivers; 2,000+ responses 
 68.2% 45-64 years old; 10% 65+

 85.3% with 6+ years of experience as commercial driver

 What bought you to trucking?
 Compensation

 Home-time

 Independence 

 Access to new technology

 Job advancement

 What Keeps You in Trucking?



Truck Parking Diary Report

 Truck Parking Diaries 

 Drivers kept 14 days of 
parking activity

 Includes when, where, how 
long to find a spot, how many 
spots occupied by non-CMVs, 
lost productivity, etc

 148 completed diaries were 
returned between June and 
September 2016

 2,035 days of truck parking 
activity 

 4,763 unique stops



“Most Stressful Aspect of the Job”

“I’ve been kicked out of 

truck stops due to 

overcrowding.  I’ve been 

kicked out of rest areas 

wondering if I will have a 

safe haven for my 10-hour 

break.  It is the most 

stressful aspect of the 

job.”  

Flatbed Driver from 

Alabama 

“The first thing states do when 
they cut budgets is to close rest 
areas.  So we cannot depend on 
them to be open when we need 
them.  Some states are ‘no 
trucks allowed’ in some rest 
areas or restricted to 2 hrs.  And 
if we use them, we risk having 
our break interrupted by a DOT 
inspection.” 

Truckload Driver from 
Oklahoma



“Easy” Fixes

 Public Sector 

 Increase time limits 
at public rest areas

 Allow parking at 
weigh stations, other 
public facilities

 Reduce legal 
obstacles (e.g. zoning 
laws) for private truck 
stop operators to 
open/expand 
facilities



“Easy” Fixes

 Private Truck Stops
 Better management of available spaces

 Separate space for bobtails/non-CMVs

 Motor Carriers
 Carrier-paid truck parking reservation fees may 

offset productivity loss from pulling over early, 
reduce driver stress, improve retention

 Professional Drivers
 Plan, plan, plan

 Better utilization of available spaces



 Ongoing North American truck GPS data research 

started in 2001

 “Big Data” 

 Real-time data feeds/significant hardware and 
software

 Over 600,000 trucks

 Currently several billion data points per day

 Key research areas 

 Economic competitiveness and supply chains

 Truck volume/intensity/national travel patterns

 Weather, parking, emergency events

Background:  ATRI 
Freight Performance Measures



ATRI Truck GPS Dataset – One Day





7 days of truck flows









Florida Truck GPS Pings:
Before, During and After Hurricane 

Irma

























2017 Top 10
Truck Bottlenecks





Atlanta – Serious About Bottlenecks



Cost of Congestion

 Congestion on U.S. 

NHS cost trucking 

industry $63.4B in 

2015

 Lost productivity = 

996 million hours

 Equates to 362,243 
commercial drivers 
sitting idle for 
entire year



Cost of Congestion

Los Angeles metro worst with 

$1.1B in costs



Transportation Infrastructure Funding

 Analyzes/scores six 
different approaches 
for federal 
transportation 
infrastructure revenue

 Fuel Tax

 Registration Fees

 General Fund 
Allocations

 Financing

 VMT Tax

 Tolling



Highway Funding Options

Administration Efficiency Equity Effectiveness Score

Fuel Tax 5 5 5 5 5.00

Registration 
Fee

3 4 4 4 3.75

General Fund 5 3 2 2 3.00

Financing 4 3 2 2 2.75

VMT Tax 1 1 5 3 2.50

Tolling 2 2 3 1 2.00



Fuel Tax Increase = Job Creation

 20 cent increase in federal fuel tax = 

$30 billion in additional $$ for states

 Incentivizes states to match 20% 

federal funding formula 

 13,000 jobs for every $1b in 

infrastructure spending = 468,000 new 

highway construction jobs



Autonomous Truck Technology 
Impacts 

 RAC-identified top 

research priority for 

2016 

 Maps AV impacts to  

trucking industry’s 

top concerns

 HOS

 CSA

 Driver H/W

 Congestion



AV/AT Definitions

At SAE Level 0, the human driver does everything; 

At SAE Level 1, an automated system on the vehicle can sometimes assist the 
human driver conduct some parts of the driving task; 

At SAE Level 2, an automated system on the vehicle can actually conduct some 
parts of the driving task, while the human continues to monitor the driving 
environment and performs the rest of the driving task; 

At SAE Level 3, an automated system can both actually conduct some parts of the 
driving task and monitor the driving environment in some instances, but the human 
driver must be ready to take back control when the automated system requests; 

At SAE Level 4, an automated system can conduct the driving task and monitor 
the driving environment, and the human need not take back control, but the 
automated system can operate only in certain environments and under certain 
conditions; and 

At SAE Level 5, the automated system can perform all driving tasks, under all 
conditions that a human driver could perform them. 

 



Top Issues (2015) Key Autonomous Truck Benefit

Hours-of-Service Allows for driver rest and productivity to occur simultaneously.  

Compliance, Safety, 

Accountability
Will decrease raw SMS scores, though percentile scoring needs to change.

Driver Shortage
Driving more attractive with higher productivity, less time away from home, and 

additional logistics tasks; fewer driver may be needed.

Driver Retention Companies with autonomous technology may attract and retain drivers.

Truck Parking
If "productive rest" is taken in the cab during operations, less time will be required 

away from home at truck parking facilities and fewer facilities will be needed.

Electronic Logging Device 

Mandate
Modifications will be necessary depending on level of autonomy.

Driver Health and Wellness Driver could be less sedentary; injuries could be reduced.

The Economy Carriers that use AT may see productivity and cost benefits.

Infrastructure / Congestion / 

Funding

Urban congestion could be mitigated through widespread use of autonomous 

vehicles (including cars).

Driver Distraction Drivers will not be distracted from driving if vehicle in autonomous mode.



Issue #1:  Hours-of-Service

 Key Issues Related to AT

 Split Sleeper, 14hr On-Duty, 11hr Drive Time, Rest 

Break,  60/70

 L3 – Are any changes appropriate?

 L4 – Where are changes appropriate?  

 Split Sleeper in Particular

 L5 – Are HOS Applicable?



Issue #1:  Hours-of-Service

 Level 4 - Specific

 30 Minute Rest Break

 14-Hour On-Duty Limit

 11-Hour Daily Drive Time Limit

 New Sleeper Berth Provisions

 60/70 Hour On-Duty Limits



Issue #3 and #4 Driver 
Shortage/Retention

 Driver Shortage and Driver Retention

 Lifestyle Changes/Improvements

 HOS

 Additional Responsibilities

 Shipper/Client Relations and Sales

 Equipment Management

 Route Management

 Cargo Management

 Improved Productivity?

 HOS



Issue #5:  Truck Parking

 HOS changes that may result from AT will 

lead to significant changes in truck parking 

needs.

 Level 4 and Level 5 – Why Stop?

 Staging and Driver Provisions versus Rest

– Urban Parking Emphasis?



Issue #7: Driver Health and 
Wellness

 L4 and L5

 Movement within the cab to address  long sedentary 

time periods

 HOS: Less time on the road   



Issue #8: The Economy

 Broader economy has an impact on 

deployment timeline/innovation/R&D

 Industry-wide productivity improvements 

 Hinges, again, on HOS

 Competition may influence adoption rates.

 Equipment costs? 



Issue #9:  Infrastructure, 
Congestion and Highway Funding

 Infrastructure

 Quality of roadways is critical/ V2I

 Congestion

 More efficient vehicle operation addresses stop-and-go 

traffic

 More rush-hour traffic to/from suburb/exurbs

 Highway funding

 Depends on national VMT and mechanisms

 Electric vehicles



Issue #10:  Driver Distraction

 L3 – May have advantages and 

disadvantages

 L4 – Driver must have some level of 

preparedness

 L5 – Driver distraction is eliminated



 Crashes and Insurance
 Tort Issues will destroy the Best of Ideas

 Negligence vs Liability

 Drivers/Carriers to OEMs/Suppliers

 Inspection, Repair and Maintenance of AT

 New Expertise

 Cyber Security and Terrorism

 OEMs

 General Impact on FMCSRs

Additional Truck Safety and 
Operational Considerations



Driven to Distraction

Cumulative Economic Impact of Trucking Regulations 

HOS Flexibility:  A Solution to Bottlenecks

Impact of E-Commerce on Trucking 

Truck Bottleneck Trends:  Economic Changes or 

Infrastructure Improvements

Autonomous Truck Impacts on the Truck Driver

2017 Top Research Priorities
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